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M.Ed. Entrance Test/A
1.

2.

3.

Which of the following directly measures competence ?
(A)

Personality tests

(B) Paper pencil tests

(C)

Standardized tests

(D) Performance tests

Motivation is meant to :
(A)

create interest in the task

(B) reduce anxiety

(C)

enhance task related anxiety

(D) develop personality

Fill in the blank :
In asking higher order questions, teacher must ask –––––––– questions.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

(A)

closed ended

(B)

fact based

(C)

concept based

(D) convergent type

Pick out the odd one :
(A)

Development proceeds from centre to periphery

(B)

Development proceeds from head to tail

(C)

Childhood reflects the future adult’s personality

(D)

Development of mathematical concepts starts with number value

Which practice in questioning brings about more class room interaction ?
(A)

asking questions before calling on a student

(B)

focussing on divergent questions

(C)

focussing on convergent questions

(D)

asking questions after calling on a student

Standard deviation : Variability : : Mean : –––––––––––
(A)

Central tendency

(B) Discrimination

(C)

Level of difficulty

(D) Correlation

Greatest weakness of intelligence tests is that they :
(A)

are not reliable

(B)

are not fair to persons of different background

(C)

do not provide motivation to different task takers

(D)

measure intelligence rather than ability

Which out of the following is correct about median ?
(A)

it is a measure of variability

(B)

it is the 50th percentile

(C)

it is most stable measure of central tendency

(D)

it is significantly affected by extreme scores
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9.

The mental changes involved as the learner acquires new ways of perceiving or
apprehending the things are referred to as :
(A)

cognitive

(B) conative

(C)

affective

(D) tautological

10. Which of the following aspects is not a factor affecting learning ?
(A)

age of the person

(B)

skin colour of the person

(C)

intelligence of the person

(D) study habits of the person

11. Which stage out of the following stages is marked by emotional upheavals and stresses ?
(A)

Later childhood

(B)

Adulthood

(C)

Early adulthood

(D) Adolescence

12. School records are maintained because :
Mark the odd one.
(A)

they prevent forgetting

(B)

school is answerable to society

(C)

school has to satisfy requirements of the state

(D)

visitors can be impressed by time tables

13. Which statement is true ?
(A)

School and community are independent units

(B)

Community is dependent on school

(C)

Both are mutually dependent on each other

(D)

School depends on community a lot

14. Curricular activities are conducted because they :
Mark the odd one.
(A)

maintain team spirit

(B)

cultivate a sense of cooperation

(C)

develop self discipline

(D)

are a good distractor from curricular activities

15. Which out of these is not a type of supervision ?
(A)

corrective

(B) natural

(C)

creative

(D) preventive

16. Indiscipline in schools is due to :
(A)

Ugly buildings

(B) Repression of students’ instincts

(C)

School size

(D) parents teachers associations
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17. School time table is created so that :
(A)

more control is exercised

(B)

an orderly atmosphere prevails

(C)

students do not make noise

(D) teachers do not remain free

18. Which out of these is not the cause of indiscipline ?
(A)

ineffective economic system

(B)

defective examination system

(C)

irrelevant curriculum

(D) traditional methods of teaching

19. Which of the following school factors is not conducive to develop a good personality ?
(A)

autocratic atmosphere

(B)

democrative methods

(C)

open minded teacher

(D) enthusiastic teacher

20. If one has to suggest a single reform regarding educational system, it would be regarding :
(A)

methods of teaching

(B)

curriculum

(C)

evaluation

(D) school campus

21. Pick out the odd one. Action research, as per the concept, is :
(A)

feedback oriented

(B) applies to situations of self

(C)

has generalizable findings

(D) originates from grass root problems

22. Which of the following does not meet objectives of school clusters ?
(A)

sharing the labs

(B)

starting new courses

(C)

creating common film library

(D) loaning of equipments

23. Attendance registers are maintained because they :
(A)

help issue of roll numbers in board exams

(B)

create fear among students

(C)

help inculcate discipline in school

(D) examine the regularity of a student

24. ‘Knowledge is not fragmented but unified and coherent’ is a postulate of :
(A)

pragmatism

(B)

socialism

(C)

idealism

(D) naturalism

25. Who gave the following statement ?
“The aim of education is to dispel error and discover truth”.
(A)

Socrates

(B) Swami Vivekanand

(C)

Rousseau

(D) Mahatma Gandhi

26. ‘Complete development of man in social context’ is a meaning of education in :
(A)

educational sociology

(B) pragmatism

(C)

socialism

(D) educational philosophy
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27. Pick the odd one out.
Aim of education is to :
(A)

make people literate

(B)

make people worry free

(C)

make people productive citizens

(D) make people good citizens

28. “Curriculum and methods are products of social situation” was stated by :
(A)

Dewey

(B)

Gandhi

(C)

Tagore

(D) Sartre

29. In which school of thought, values are utilitarian ?
(A)

naturalism

(B)

realism

(C)

pragmatism

(D) existentialism

30. An essential prerequisite to national solidarity is :
(A)

social integration

(B)

individual emotional integration

(C)

a common curriculum

(D) a uniform dress in schools

31. Which one is an obstacle to national integration ?
(A)

national borders

(B) national language

(C)

casteism thoughts

(D) national curriculum

32. Mark the correct statement :
(A)

E-education and distance education are same

(B)

Distance education is meant for clients at a distance

(C)

E-education is one of the methods in distance education

(D)

E-education is meant for all at a distance

33. Pick out the odd one.
Following must be developed/integrated for international understanding :
(A)

fearlessness

(B) narrow patriotism

(C)

spiritual values

(D) moral values

34. Political ideology of India is :
(A)

Secularism

(B)

Socialism

(C)

Democracy

(D) Universal brotherhood

35. Which out of the following is not a type of naturalist ?
(A)

Physical

(B)

(C)

Experimental

(D) Social
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36. Mark the odd one out. Tagore believed in :
(A)

brotherhood

(B)

spiritual harmony

(C)

craft centred education

(D) love of nature

37. Mark the incorrect statement :
(A)

Guidance and counselling are roughly the same

(B)

Guidance is informative in nature

(C)

Counselling requires deep insight into problems

(D)

Counselling is different from psychiatry

38. What out of the following is associated with delinquency ?
(A)

High socio-economic status

(B)

Middle class families

(C)

Low socio-economic status

(D) Environment of the child

39. Who is the proponent of non-directive counselling ?
(A)

Carl Rogers

(B) Sigmund Freud

(C)

Karen Horney

(D) William James

40. If a teacher divulges a sensitive problem of a student he shared, in staff room, she violates
the following :
(A)

secrecy

(B) ethics

(C)

confidentiality

(D) promise

41. Delinquent children have problems in :
(A)

intellectual functioning

(B)

social intelligence

(C)

moral development

(D) emotional stability

42. What is false about GUIDANCE ?
(A)

It is concerned with the entire individual

(B)

It is concerned with integral part of education

(C)

It helps develop ability to make intelligence

(D)

It makes choices for individuals

43. An adolescent revolts to authority because :
(A)

He thinks he is mature and can act

(B)

He craves for recognition and independence of action

(C)

He thinks he is very intelligent

(D)

He wants to have control over adults

44. The most important aspect of behavior of a teacher is :
(A)

patience

(B)

(C)

self discipline

(D) dominance
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45. To acquire socially desirable attitudes, which is the best place ?
(A)

Groups

(B)

Home

(C)

Clubs

(D) School

46. Interest assessment is generally part of :
(A)

ability testing

(B) career assessment

(C)

emotional assessment

(D) learning stability

47. Pick the odd one out.
Difference in Testing and Non-testing techniques of assessment lies in :
(A)

Description details of data

(B)

Quantitative measures vs qualitative ones

(C)

Norms and standards

(D)

School applications

48. If the test you have taken, constitutes the competencies stated on syllabus, then we can
say the test has –––––––– validity.
(A)

concurrent

(B)

content

(C)

construct

(D) predictive

49. ‘Computer assisted instruction’ principles contain the following :
(A)

online instruction

(B) self paced learning

(C)

online evaluation

(D) fast learning

50. When teaching is going on, how will you react to those students who are talking to each
other ?
(A)

ask them questions regarding ongoing topic

(B)

ignore them totally

(C)

ask them to leave class immediately

(D)

deliver lecture on moral values

51. If no student answers a question in a class, the teacher may do the following :
Pick the odd one.
(A)

rephrase the question

(B) seek further information

(C)

prompting

(D) shift to a higher order question

52. Pick the odd one out. Model of teaching is a plan to :
(A)

shape curriculum

(B)

(C)

guide teacher’s actions

(D) evaluate students
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53. Questioning, as a process, is used in class room to :
Pick the odd one out.
(A)

control the class

(B)

create interest

(C)

encourage thinking

(D) create fear

54. What kind of a test a teacher must use if she wants to test students’ ability to organize
ideas ?
(A)

Multiple Choice Questions type

(B)

Short answer type

(C)

Essay type

(D) Technical problems type

55. ‘Content Cross Ratio’ in Flander’s Interaction System implies :
(A)

index of pupil talk

(B)

noise period in class

(C)

teacher’s tendency to respond to pupil talk (D) confusion prevailing in class

56. Thurstone’s theory of intelligence talks of :
(A)

general intelligence

(B)

specific abilities

(C)

factors of intelligence

(D) primary mental abilities

57. Which of the following is most recent development in area of intelligence ?
(A)

verbal aspect

(B)

nonverbal aspect

(C)

musical intelligence

(D) emotional intelligence

58. Pick out the odd one.
Institutional plan is prepared on the bases of :
(A)

Felt needs of school

(B)

Availability of management members

(C)

Resources of school

(D)

Resources likely to be available

59. What is most important for setting up a school plant ?
(A)

Water and electricity supply

(B)

Good location

(C)

Transportation availability

(D) Noise free environment

60. Social mobility means :
(A)

mobility as per social norms

(B)

mobility of society

(C)

mobility of a person within social space

(D) sum total of all movement in a society

61. Surprise tests are useful because :
(A)

they can be used when teacher is not well prepared

(B)

they can cause fear in students

(C)

can be given when teacher does not want to teach

(D)

they inculcate habit of regular reading
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62. Planning of a lesson helps the teacher to :
(A)

revise the knowledge previously gained

(B)

make the lesson interesting

(C)

recapitulate the lesson

(D)

present content systematically and logically

63. What should be a teacher’s response towards students’ mistake ?
(A)

take all precautions so that they don’t make mistake

(B)

punish students mildly if they make mistakes

(C)

allow mistakes and explain how to minimize mistakes

(D)

never allow any mistakes

64. For effective communication, which of the following is least important ?
(A)

modulation in speech

(B)

an impressive personality

(C)

hand gestures

(D)

mastery over what is to be communicated

65. Strike the odd one. Programmed learning is based on :
(A)

smallest units of learning

(B)

self paced learning

(C)

principles of reinforcement

(D) principles of language learning

66. From among the mass media, which is the strongest to change the curricula :
(A)

television

(B) radio

(C)

news paper

(D) films

67. Interactional model of teaching was developed by :
(A)

John Dewey

(B)

Jean Piaget

(C)

Robert Glaser

(D) Ned A Flanders

68. Strike the odd one out :
(A)

Human Resource Development and Human Resource Management are same

(B)

HRD relates to personnel development

(C)

Training is an important element of HRD

(D)

Education has a significant role in HRD in schools

69. Choose the odd one out :
(A)

Learning is an evolutionary process

(B)

Learning does not progress at a uniform rate

(C)

Learning process is not unique to an individual

(D)

Learning has intellectual and emotional elements
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70. Feeling of autonomy is a characteristic of :
(A)

Physical development

(B)

Emotional development

(C)

Social development

(D) Intellectual development

71. For education, function of philosophy is that of :
(A)

Controller

(B) Guide

(C)

Monitor

(D) Friend

72. To enable students ‘catch’ values, what must you do ?
(A)

Practice values

(B)

Preach values

(C)

Discourage valueless behavior

(D)

Quote ‘valued’ behavior from lives of great men

73. Mark the incorrect statement :
(A)

Computers can assist in evaluation

(B)

Internet can aid the library

(C)

Internet can replace a teacher

(D)

Computers can facilitate self pacing

74. Fill in the blank in the following quote by Mahatma Gandhi.
“As a result of English being medium of instruction, we have lost all originality. We
have become birds without –––––––––––”
(A)

feathers

(B) flight

(C)

wings

(D) capacity to fly

75. Which of the following is the main limitation of mass communication technique ?
(A)

it is very expensive

(B)

it offers no scope of feedback

(C)

it reaches many in small team

(D)

message is in control of communicator
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